Hyundai sonata esc

Electronic stability control ESC will not prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns, abrupt
maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a safe
and attentive driver can prevent accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to lose
traction. Even with ESC installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving including driving at safe speeds for the conditions. ESC checks where you are steering and
where the vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the brakes at individual wheels and intervenes
in the engine management system to stabilize the vehicle. The Electronic Stability Control ESC
system is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under
adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed,
road conditions and driver steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. It is still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable
speeds and to leave a sufficient margin of safety. When replacing tires, make sure they are the
same size as your original tires. Adjust your driving accordingly. To turn the system back on,
press the switch again. If the indicator remains lit even after the engine has been started, have
your car checked by an authorized Hyundai dealer. The bucket seats have comfortable cushions
and a nice shape that agreed with my back. The seats have side bolsters that are there for
Closing the fuel filler lid 1. This indicates that the cap is securely tightened. Close the fuel filler
lid and push it in lightly making sure that it is securely c The Electronic Stability control ESC
system is designed to stabilize the vehicle during cornering maneuvers. ESC checks where you
are steering and where the vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the brakes at individual wheels
and intervenes in the engine management system to stabilize the vehicle. Never drive too fast
for the road conditions or too quickly when cornering. Electronic stability control ESC will not
prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns, abrupt maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet
surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a safe and attentive driver can prevent
accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to lose traction. Even with ESC
installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving - including driving at safe speeds
for the conditions. The Electronic Stability Control ESC system is an electronic system
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver
steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. It is
still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable speeds and to leave a sufficient
margin of safety. This is normal and it means your ESC is active. A click sound may be heard in
the engine compartment when the vehicle begins to move after the engine is started. These
conditions are normal and indicate that the Electronic Stability Control System is functioning
properly. When ignition switch is turned to ON, the indicator light illuminates, then goes off if
the ESC system is operating normally. Driving with varying tire or wheel sizes may cause the
ESC system to malfunction. When replacing tires, make sure they are the same size as your
original tires. The Electronic Stability Control system is only a driving aid; use precautions for
safe driving by slowing down on curved, snowy, or icy roads. Home Top Sitemap Contacts. All
Rights Reserved. Tanya answered 3 years ago. Lad answered 3 years ago. The Electronic
Stability control ESC system is designed to stabilize the vehicle during cornering maneuvers.
ESC checks where you are steering and where the vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the
brakes at individual wheels and intervenes in the engine management system to stabilize the
vehicle. Electronic stability control ESC will not prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns,
abrupt maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a
safe and attentive driver can prevent accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to
lose traction. Even with ESC installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving including driving at safe speeds for the conditions. The Electronic Stability Control ESC system
is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road
conditions and driver steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in preventing a
loss of control. It is still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable speeds and to
leave a sufficient margin of safety. This is normal and it means your ESC is active. These
conditions are normal and indicate that the Electronic Stability Control System is functioning
properly. When starting the engine, you may hear a slight ticking sound. This is the ESC
performing an automatic system self-check and does not indicate a problem. When the
Electronic Stability Control is operating properly, you can feel a slight pulsation in the vehicle.
This is only the effect of brake control and indicates nothing unusual. When moving out of the
mud or driving on a slippery road, pressing the accelerator pedal may not cause the engine rpm
revolutions per minute to increase. Upon restarting the engine, the ESC will automatically turn
on again. When ignition switch is turned to ON, the indicator light illuminates, then goes When
ignition switch is turned to ON, the indicator light illuminates, then goes off if the ESC system is

operating normally. When replacing tires, make sure they are the same size as your original
tires. Haywood answered 2 years ago. We need better laws to protect the consumers from
known problem parts otherwise make our own cars. Thought it was the usual brake switch
recall. Took it to the dealer made the switch. Lights still on. That was yest The car is in park
when it comes on. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express
the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. ESC light comes on and then
goes off. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Its your traction control. You might have bumped the
button on the dash or center console. Start the car,find the button marked ESC and press it. If
the light doesn't go off its probably going to be a mechanical issue with the wheel bearing or
the wires leading from the bearing to the car. The abs and traction control sensors are in the
wheel bearing or hub assembly. GuruDJG3C answered 3 years ago. GuruDJG3C answered 2
years ago. When I started my car, I noticed the check engine light came on yellow. After a few
seconds, it went off. I've read that this is not a problem, and it's just testing the light, but I'm
trying to get Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata
question. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated
dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Its your traction
control. You might have bumped the button on the dash or center console. Start the car,find the
button marked ESC and press it. If the light doesn't go off its probably going to be a mechanical
issue with the wheel bearing or the wires leading from the bearing to the car. The abs and
traction control sensors are in the wheel bearing or hub assembly. GuruDJG3C answered 3
years ago. GuruDJG3C answered 2 years ago. When I started my car, I noticed the check engine
light came on yellow. After a few seconds, it went off. I've read that this is not a problem, and
it's just testing the light, but I'm trying to get Thought it was the usual brake switch recall. Took
it to the dealer made the switch. Lights still on. That was yest I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Hyundai Sonata. Get Started. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Thought it was the usual brake
switch recall. Took it to the dealer made the switch. Lights still on. That was yesterday. They'll
occasionally go off for about 1 second randomly and then come back on. Hit a road plate pretty
hard this morning and heard a bad scraping noise. Took it in for an oil change I needed anyway,
and lo and behold bad bearing. Thought the bearing would fix the abs problem, as it was most
likely messing with the wheel speed sensor. Also the mechanic told me the new hub has a ring
for the ABS which was totally ground off on the old one. But repair done, lights still both on.
Their generic scanner wouldn't clear the code, so took it back to the dealership and cleared the
code there. Came right back on immediately. Any ideas? Car drives and handles fine. Regular
brakes are good and brand new pads and rotors in August. Richard answered 6 years ago. So I
took it in for the brake switch recall repair. After the repair the same lights still stay on, I was
told I needed a new left front abs sensor switch. They did not have one in stock. GuruTKW7C
answered 2 years ago. Once in awhile when I turn on. The car the abs esc and break lights stay
on it's a hyundai santa fe. Toba answered 2 years ago. I'm having the same problem too. I have
even taken the car to Hyundai in response to a recall on the abs. Could anyone give a heads-up.
Mark answered 2 years ago. This has to be some sort of glitch in the computer my Santa Fe with
only 30, miles is doing the same thing with the ESC and the ABS light just came on today for the
first time, usually the TPMS light comes on and off sporadically this is something that Hyundai
has never fixed because I had a Sonata and the TPMS light come on and off sporadically going
to pull the battery cable off for about a minute or two and see if the computer resets.
GuruMFSM6 answered 8 months ago. Tbh I dont think even hyundai knows why it does it, could

be because they are cheaper quality then other types, or maybe it was Hyundai's way of getting
their riders to continuously replace parts Guru9Y68W6 answered about a week ago. That was
yest I don't know why they are on hoe can I get the to go off. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. A class action lawsuit was
filed in May against Hyundai that claims the 2. More info here. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. While car is moving, the ESC light will come on few minutes after the head light is
turned on. My car stall whiljng driving then stop in front of another vehicles. I had to push it
over on neutral. My vehicles had knocking sound when trying to get it back up running. Let it sit
for a while and it start back up on its own. I told him that I cant risk driving this vehicle when I
know it had a knock sensor recall last year campaign and its doing it again. He told me their is
noth I ng he can do and advice me to drive it back home until it happens again and then get tow.
J scold him and said and risk my kids life and others. It stalls in the middle of driving. The
engine completely goes out for almost 40 minute. This the 6th time it happen between Oct to
Aug My Hyundai Sonata while driving on road - perhaps over 50 mph, it turns on the ESC mode
in the car, and the engine slows down automatically. Even if you are on the highway, whic can
be very scary. It also happens when driving it frequently now. I have to pull off the road, and
turn off car, and then turn it on. Sometimes this works and sometimes it does not. Search
CarComplaints. The airbag light will not go out. It came on while I was driving on a city street.
My daughter was in the front passenger seat. We both had our seatbelts on. I'm concerned for
our safety. Not sure what the airbag light is trying to warn. Takara recalls after buying several
new batteries my Sonata won't start and continues to do the same over and over again I never
received information regarding the recalls on my Hyundai Sonata vehicle. Was in heavy
congested traffic and I was almost rear ended with no control of the Hyundai Sonata vehicle. My
Hyundai Sonata was moved to the side of the road where a tow truck was called. Subsequently,
Hyundai Sonata was taken to the huntington dealership. Dealer informed me there was 7 recalls
of which I not aware of in regards Hyundai Sonata this could have been a life threaten situation
and Hyundai should notified me of all recalls. This is unacceptable and life threating to family
friends and community. New engine and starter under recall by Hyundai dealership in
montgomery, al. I had no clue my tires are fairly new. Tire exploded leaving dent in my car. Calls
cars ready. Car wont start problems cycloids not firing and fuel injector too! I bought a used
Hyundai Sonata in March for my birthday, and about 3 months ago, the steering wheel started
shaking violently any time I got to 60mph or higher. Upon further investigation, I found out I
needed a new steering coupler. Before it got fixed, my dome lights, and all of the buttons on the
right side of the steering wheel trip, cruise control stopped working. After being fixed, none of
the above mentioned things work, but also now, my power locks, dash clock and horn stopped
working. I almost got hit by another driver a few days ago, and didnt even have a horn to honk! I
have had issue after issue with my Sonata. In just a year and a half I have had 5 things fixed or
replaced 2 of them major. I've had the whole break assembly fixed for my break lights not
working. Most recently I had to have the engine replaced due to it seizing up with just barely
over K miles. Then 3 months after that I'm having issues with the cruise randomly turning off,
the break lights not working. Also the gear shifter will not go into gear at times. One of the
major issues ive had is the engine randomly stalling or the accelerator nor working at all. The
issue ive had with the cruise control will randomly happen whether I'm moving or in park and
during this is also effects the stability control as well and it will turn its self off. With the car
stalling, it randomly happens whether I'm at a traffic light trying to accelerate or while I'm
driving. Occasionally when after putting the car in park and hitting the pushbutton start to turn
the car off the car turns off but stays in acc mode. So the radio stays on and illuminated and
they push button start turns red also on the dash the immobilizer indicator pops up and says
shift into park when technically the car is already in park. When going to get out of the car with
the key makes the alarm noise. The key for will not even work. This is a real inconvenience for
me sometimes. Recently, I started to document soon as I can remember the time and date of the
incident because it caused such as panic while I am driving on the highway. After April 27, ,
ESC malfunction indicator and check engine lights have come on and off. Since then it's more

often within the last 6 months. Few times on the highway, car started to slow down losing power
and need immediately pull over to avoid any accident. After sat and waited few minutes
restarted the engine both lights disappeared. September 05 , ESC malfunction indicator light
came on in the morning, went home and left the vehicle sitting over night. ESC malfunction
lights are disappeared. September 06 , ESC malfunction indicator light came on and off in the
afternoon. September 07 , around noon parked at home driveway after grocery shopping,
suddenly engine stalled, having difficult to start the engine again and ESC malfunction indicator
light stayed on. When driving on the interstate my car continues to jerk like I hit something and
the immobilizer indicator light flashes on and off. I have changed the battery in the key fob but
this still happens at least once a day. The car jerks very hard like you hit a wall. Last week I was
driving and the ESC indicator light randomly came on on my dashboard. Later, after I tried to
shut it off by pressing the ESC button which did not work, I tried to adjust the volume on my
radio using the steering wheel controls. Instead of adjusting the volume down it went to the
bluetooth for my cell phone. Next day no further issues. Two days later ESC light came back on.
Stopped at the store and when I came back out I noticed my brake lights were on. Dr
2006 mini cooper seat covers
car fuse box short circuit
mk5 jetta headliner removal
ove home, parked in the driveway and again, brake lights remained on even after car was off,
lights were turned to the off position and there was no possible way for them to remain on. Had
to disconnect my battery for the night. Next day noticed recall for Sonatas for the same issue.
This is after Hyundai refused to acknowledge their engine defects in the same vehicle. I was one
of the first affected by the engine blowing out and was refused warranty service. I had to sue
Hyundai and it was not until they openly acknowledged engine failures that they finally honored
my warranty and replaced my engine. I was without my vehicle for over a year during that
process. My point is that Hyundai has a history, and documented track record, of ignoring
customer concerns and complaints. They regularly neglect the consumer and leave us to make
due with a defective car. They refuse, yet again, to honor a known safety issue with their
vehicle. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

